
WHAT WAS THE CHALLENGE???  

Participants purchased a MYSTERY KIT for $15.
The kit contained 2 FQs, a 6”x6” piece of gold lamé fabric and a spool of Holoshimmer thread.

Participants did not know what they were getting!

TIME TO VOTE FOR 
Sew-Jo’s Mystery Challenge

THESE WERE THE CHALLENGE RULES/INSTRUCTIONS:

The Masterpiece must be at least 18” x 18” but not larger than 30” x 30”, if it is a quilt. It doesn't have 

to be a quilt; it can be something else, if you choose, as long as it meets the remaining criteria. Some 

of you are garment makers - a garment is a valid option. Some of you are dollmakers - a doll is a valid 

masterpiece.

• You must use at least ¾ of each fat quarter and at least some of your 6” x 6” fabric.

• You can use up to four (4) additional fabrics to complete your Masterpiece. If it is a quilt, backing 

fabric and binding, is not included in the additional fabric count.  Attach pieces of your kit fabric to 

your finished Masterpiece when you bring it back to Sew-Jo’s.

• There are no restrictions on which techniques you use in your Masterpiece. In fact we encourage 

using your accessories, quilting techniques, specialty feet, embroidery, applique, decorative 

stitches and anything else you can think of. In fact we challenge you to use a variety of 

techniques to add interest.

We were blown away by the variety and quality of the entries we received!
We are sure glad you’re voting and not us!!!



WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED BY VIEWERS’ CHOICE

SEW… VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE BY EMAIL
(Limit one vote per person)

VOTING WILL CLOSE AT MIDNIGHT ON NOVEMBER 30th, 2020

HOW DO YOU VOTE:

BY EMAIL (send an email to:  info@sew-jos.ca)

- In your Subject Line:  Mystery Challenge Voting

- Content of your email: Indicate the # of the entry you are voting for
(just the entry # you are voting for, please).

We invite you to view the entries in person; we have set up a Gallery in the store.
The workmanship cannot be properly appreciated from our photos

mailto:info@sew-jos.ca


Quilted Butterfly Wall Hanging

This project was intended to be a mini “hugs 
and kisses” design quilt. I jumped into it and 
cut up ALL of my fabric and peacefully sewed up 
the building block squares to build the design. 
As a result of my colour choices I really did not 
relate to how it went together. So.. my next 
tack as trying many many different 
arrangements with nothing hitting a home run. 
Finally I just starting cutting the squares up 
further and seeing what I thought went 
together. This I managed to complete and 
added some 3-D butterflies to try and tie 
everything together. Lesson learned -
sometimes you can overthink a project .... and 
sometimes you can “under” think a project.

I added the butterfly fabric (purchased from 
Sew-Jo’s), the red, and green trim. The rest 
was fabric from the mystery package.

#1

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 23” x 17”)

Close-Up Details



#2

Vest 

Fabrics

The vest is named “Sunrise, Sunset & Two Butterflies”. 
I, too, created a mystery - find the butterflies!

Diane Ericson had just lost everything in one of the Oregon fires. 
Her Fault Lines pattern was on my Someday List. I was off; after sketching many different 
options I still had not found anything 
I wanted to develop. I realized that I thought of the clouds fabric as sky so I decided to use it 
as that. 

I developed a hills & sky landscape with a rising & a setting sun. I used 4 additional fabrics -
another cloud print, a green/orange, embellished with the Holoshimmer thread used 
horizontally, a red/violet & a home dec fabric for one of the hills, 2 sections of the vest & the 
bias binding.

The collage pieces were appliquéd then quilted onto Thermore batting then backed with satin 
backed crepe. A pocket was embroidered as a label & hand stitched on the Inside. The closures 
are antique bronze/ copper and interlock.



A Love Story Covid 2020

Prince Humpty Dumpty fell for Miss Eggy literally 
and figurately.

He came to the hospital where he was sutured 
back together along crack lines.

There is a little yoke loss and his shell will 
remain cracked.

Neuro check was negative for any permanent 
damage.

The Prince will continue to pursue the love of his 
life.

The End

#3

Fabrics

Wall Hanging
(approx. 21” x 18”)

Close-Up Details



This was indeed a challenge! The purple, 

green and yellow/gold fabric immediately 

reminded me of the classic Mardi Gras 

colours (purple represents justice, green 

represents faith and gold represents 

power). The blue and white fabric made 

me think of a blue sky with fluffy white 

clouds. So pieced Mardi Gras houses 

with a happy sky background was the 

way to go. The gold lamé in the package 

was perfect as a bit of typical flashy 

accent especially for the surprise gold 

mask. The attached beads are genuine 

New Orleans parade beads from when I 

was there during Mardi Gras over 10 

years ago.

#5

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 22” x 18”)

Close-Up Details



There’s a Light in the Future

We will make it through.

As soon as I saw the fabric I knew 
it was a lighthouse.

#09

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 32” x 26”)

Close-Up Details



#10

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 20” x 20”)

Close-Up Details



This piece was inspired by my 

friend, Thelma Robbins, who is 

an expert in the art of 

miniatures.

Jo also gave me a book with 

photo samples of miniatures and 

templates for paper-piecing.

I combined two different 

patterns and added a bit of 
machine embroidery.

#11

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 20” x 20”)

Close-Up Details



Herd It Through The Grapevine

#13

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 25” x 23”)

Close-Up Details



#14

Fabrics

Pillow Sham (approx. 29” x 26”)

Close-Up Details



Description

At last! An iPad carrier that can be used as a purse or 

tote. This design is equipped with a panel which 

provides a tighter fit for the pad and handy pockets for 

earbuds and plugs. This panel can be removed to 

provide additional space for all the treasures we like to 

stuff into our purse or tote. All this inside a beautiful red 

batik exterior.

Challenge

My challenge was to work with colours (red and blue) 

that were out of my comfort zone.

Inspiration

For a while I was contemplating purchasing an iPad 

carrier. This was the perfect opportunity to set time aside 

from my busy schedule and actually make one.

Techniques
Various embroidery designs, decorative stitches. 

#15

Fabrics

Laptop Case (approx. 16” x 12”)

Close-Up Details
With Removable Insert



#16

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 19” x 25”)

Close-Up Details



You are my Sunshine

I made the "You are my Sunshine" 
quilt/wall hanging....As I picked up my 
mystery challenge fabrics, the 
sunflowers were in full bloom and the 
yellow fabric (and gold lamee) in my kit 
screamed sunflowers to me.

My thought is to hang this in my craft 
room with pictures of my grandchildren 
on the yellow border squares.

#17

Fabrics

Small Quilt/Wall Hanging
(approx. 30” x 28”)

Close-Up Details



#18

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 27” x 22”)

Close-Up Details



#19

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 22” x 22”)

Close-Up Details



This pillow was made using the 

Harlequin Star Pillow 

pattern and the fabrics provided in 

the Mystery Kit.

It’s a 3-D star shaped pillow 

constructed with the 

Quick and easy fusible grid 

patchwork technique.

#22

Fabrics

Pillow (approx. 14” x 14”)

Close-Up Details



My small quilt which can be used as a 
table topper is made up of almost 800 
small 3/4” squares. My inspriation
came from a queen size quilt I saw in a 
magazine, I just miniaturized it. 

What do you see first? The ex’s or ohs? 

I had some leftover challenge fabric 
and designed the border to finish it. 
Quilting the centres gives it an over all 
look of small squares. Not sure if you 
classify it as a technique - but I was 
able to “hide” the challenge fabrics & 
thread - they were just not my 
favourites as fat quarters LOL!

#24

Fabrics

Small Quilt (approx. 26” x 26”)

Close-Up Details



I preferred the mottled brown over the “deer” fabric so it 
became my inspiration for this quilt.  
As I looked at it, I envisaged a view through the woods.

For the foreground, I created 3 large Ohio Star blocks
from the deer and brown fabrics and then cut them up
improvisationally and resewed them to create the
foreground. I followed the same process for the sky
using the brown and an introduced white/gold fabric.

On the brown fabric, I “thread painted” tree trunks and
branches then added small pieces of red for
leaves and needles.

To finish the piece off I scattered/fused confetti size
pieces of the gold fabric, added white paint to give depth
to my woods and path and free motioned over the
entire quilt with the gold thread.

#28

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (18” x 20”)

Close-Up Details



The water fabric made me think of water 

in a swimming pool. I decided to make a 

bag (the free Retreat Bag pattern) to 

show off the water fabric inside and the 

brick fabric as a wall outside and 

surrounding the pool. 

I used the metallic thread and a wave 

stitch on my machine to decorate the 

pockets. 

I put some of the gold lamé fabric at each 

end of the zipper. I purposely made the 

bag to be suitable for a man, a woman or 

a child. 

If I don’t give it away I will use it to store 

my chargers, computer cables and 
accessories.

#29

Fabrics

Retreat Bag

Close-Up Details



#30

Blowing Bubbles

Textile art can be created without a sewing machine.
My objective for the challenge was to make my piece entirely by
hand. A sewing machine would not be used at all.

The large cotton pieces were used for the background and the inset
bubbles. A Youtube Video on how to make a 6-Minute Applique
Circle inspired the bubbles. Then, in order to use the shiny piece of
fabric I decided to make a silhouette of a person blowing into the air.

Next came embroidery: outlines of oak leaves which I had been seeing
during my Covid bicycle rides; feather stitches in the border;
outlines of the circles using running stitches and blanket stitches.

Everything was done by hand and, as a result, is imperfect and
beautiful.

Wall Hanging (approx. 19” x 19”)

Fabrics

Close-Up Details



Many years ago I saw this design in a quilt show 

and told myself that I would use it some day in 

some kind of art form.

This challenge gave me that opportunity and I 

would like to thank “ I Wanna Quilt “ for the 

inspiration. 

The cuffs on the hands are made from hand 

painted and heat distressed Tyvek. The mother 

of pearl fans I used on the stars I found in a very 

old tin" button box” that I inherited from my 

grandmother . The large pieces of fabric I used 

on the front and back of this mini quilt and I 

have incorporated the other challenge fabrics 

plus two Batik fat quarters from my own stash to 

complete the design. 

The thread used was a Hologram and machine 

embroidery completed the piece. The border 

was a combination of all the fabrics used in the 
design.

#31

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 20” x 21”)

Close-Up Details



Blue, green, gold fabric with a bluish special 

thread, this was what was in my bag. 

Green is not my colour and silver goes with blue not gold,so I 

put it away to think about it. 

My son said it looked like the cottage to him, blue for the 

water and green for all the trees. Since I was working from the 

cottage it sounded good to me. I began to design a picture 

but never got very far unfortunately. When I realized time was 

running out I decided to make the Sweet Pea Raw Edge 

Feather Placemat that I had already purchased.

I added gold metallic thread in the centre panel to tie in the 

gold fabric in the corners.

Double borders with mitred corners was the next challenge. 

The blue border has machine stipple stitch that I kept lined up 

using the endless feature. After I added the blue border it was 

missing something so that is when the black backing became 

the finale border to frame it all. On the back there is a resized 

centre panel sewn on an angle for those times you just want a 
little colour.

#32

Fabrics

Wall Hanging 
(approx. 26” x 18”)

Close-Up Details



#33

Fabrics

JACKET (Reversible)

Close-Up Details

After much deliberation, the stonework 

fabric suggested a wall or border for an old 

country garden.  So I turned an old vest 

pattern with appliqued hollyhocks bought 

long ago, into a jacket, and added the wall, 

grass and incorporated 6 different 

embellishments. I have used hand, bead and 

free motion embroidery along with applique 

and felting. The flowers are felted in wool 

roving while the rabbits are polyester roving 

to resemble angora. The ivy on the wall is 

made of tiny pinked squares loosely caught 

by the free motion stitching. The denim, 

binding and green leaves are the 4 extra 

fabrics allowed along with the 3 mystery 
fabrics.



The idea for "Apple Barrel" probably came 

from a note I jotted down: "striped apples“.

I must have seen something on one of my 

quilt sites. 

It's all applique with fabrics added from my 

stash.

#36

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 30x 20”)

Close-Up Details



Inspiration: the fabric - the speckles said "trout" to me 

for some reason and the beige and mottled green 

said "sandy bottom of a body of water“.  The gold 

shiny fabric was the lure and the thread was the line.

Techniques used were: 

• free motion embroidery for the fish body (using 

only straight stitch so that the body could be 

worked in a hoop without stabilizer and end up as 

soft as possible

• trapunto (fish body)

• threadwork applique (the seaweed)

• free motion quilting (seaweed and lure)

• raw edge machine applique (lures)

• turned edge applique (trout)

• piecing (turning a fat quarter into 30” wide sandy 

bottom and joining lake bottom to water)

• binding (back-to-front binding by machine)

#39

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 31 x 28”)

Close-Up Details



NOT FOR VOTING

This entry was disqualified as the
participant used too many additional 
Fabrics.

That said – It is too beautiful not to display!

Fabrics

Wall Hanging (approx. 24” x 18”)



WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED BY VIEWERS’ CHOICE

SEW… VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE BY EMAIL
(Limit one vote per person)

VOTING WILL CLOSE AT MIDNIGHT ON NOVEMBER 30th, 2020

HOW DO YOU VOTE:

BY EMAIL (send an email to:  info@sew-jos.ca)

- In your Subject Line:  Mystery Challenge Voting

- Content of your email: Indicate the # of the entry you are voting for
(just the entry # you are voting for, please).

We invite you to view the entries in person; we have set up a Gallery in the store.
The workmanship cannot be properly appreciated from our photos

mailto:info@sew-jos.ca

